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Natasha recovered her usual dignified socialite appearance as quickly as
possible and accepted an interview with the reporters.

The reporter asked, “Miss Natasha, how do you feel about Mr. Taylor Murray’s
evaluation of your actions?”

Natasha looked at the camera and smiled in an elegant manner, “I grew up
watching Taylor Murray’s movies, so he is my idol. I just want to continue loving
him in my own way. I suppose my actions before were indeed a bit ill-considered,
but I have no intention of destroying Taylor’s family, and I’ll still fully support his
acting career in the future.”

Natasha didn’t believe one bit that she couldn’t win Taylor’s heart over with her
family background and strong financial resources. I’m Taylor’s number one
wealthy fan, and my status is unshakable!

However, little did she know that the ‘Taylor Murray’s Top Fan’ online title she had
splurged on purchasing was bought off by somebody else in just five days and
three hours. An idol like Taylor had no shortage of fans, especially wealthy ones.

Within two days, a brand-new Taylor Murray’s top fan materialized from thin air
with the online name ‘Eddie Fletcher’. The news reported: ‘Taylor Murray’s Top
Fan Eddie Fletcher Donates Ten Million to Build Public Road Named ‘Taylor
Murray Road’ for an Impoverished Mountainous Village.’

Apparently, someone called Eddie Fletcher had contacted the council of the
impoverished mountainous village and donated millions of assets to build roads
and bridges for the village in the name of Taylor Murray.



The sudden windfall of a ten-million donation left the people of that impoverished
village shell-shocked, but they couldn’t reach ‘Eddie Fletcher’. So, they had no
choice but to contact a reporter to publish the news so that they could thank
Eddie Fletcher and Taylor Murray for the donation.

At the same time, the crew of War Dragon also received a flower basket for
Taylor, which was sent by a certain ‘Eddie Fletcher’. With that, Taylor made the
headlines again, and a large number of entertainment reporters were curious
about the real identity of Eddie Fletcher. However, no one could find out anything
at all.

As the persona of ‘Eddie Fletcher’ was born, Natasha’s status as the top wealthy
fan of Taylor Murray was in danger.

Both of them dedicated roads to Taylor Murray, yet one donated money to build
roads for an impoverished mountainous village, which brought convenience to
the poor people living in the village and improved the idol’s reputation; the other
threw away money to glorify the idol, and as the idol himself said, it made no
sense.

The contrast was stark when people started comparing the two.

In the summer resort of the film studio, Natasha was so angry that she smashed
the tablet in her hands when she saw the news. Her hysterical scream echoed
throughout this summer resort on the mountainside. “Go and check who exactly
is this Eddie Fletcher for me!”

Natasha’s eyes were bloodshot with rage. Whenever she closed them, she would
recall Taylor’s four unfeeling words: it made no sense.

She had always believed that Taylor liked her. Otherwise, why would he save her
in the first place?

On that nightmarish night, she had arrested Sophia to interrogate her about the
whereabouts of the amulet, but unexpectedly, she was besieged by unknown



assassins. She then escaped from the basement and fell unconscious among a
burst of gunfire. When she woke up in the hospital, she saw Taylor’s men
guarding her. It was Taylor who had rescued her from Phantom Wolf!

Since he saved her, it meant that he was interested in her.

“No one ever dared to challenge me financially. Since you want to play this game
with me, I will play along till the end.”

The news of Eddie Fletcher donating tens of millions of assets to build roads for
the impoverished mountainous village broke out at once. Although the local
villagers didn’t know who Eddie Fletcher was, they had heard of Taylor Murray
and were extremely grateful to him. With this, Taylor’s reputation on the internet
improved by leaps and bounds. When the main road was completed, they would
erect a monument for Taylor Murray out of gratitude.

A huge number of reporters were camping outside the set to interview Taylor and
ask about Eddie Fletcher as well. Unexpectedly, Taylor actually agreed to the
interview this time.

A reporter asked, “Excuse me, Mr. Taylor Murray, but what do you think of Eddie
Fletcher’s road construction in your name?” Michael smiled slightly. “It is worth
advocating.”

The same four words, yet it was in stark contrast to Natasha’s ‘it made no sense’
comment.

Within a day of Eddie Fletcher shooting to fame, Natasha quickly fought back on
her side. Since Eddie Fletcher was doing charity, she also did charity. In the
name of Taylor Murray, she donated several new buildings to an elementary
school located in the impoverished mountainous village.

She thought this would win the favor of other Taylor Murray’s fans, but she didn’t
expect it to be counterproductive. The online comments were more negative than
positive, and most of the comments were not great.



‘She’s just parroting others in doing charity. Can’t she be a little more creative?
She should be a bit more sincere when doing charity.’

‘With such a stupid fan like her, I guess it’s difficult for Taylor Murray to avoid a
bad reputation.’

‘I still like Eddie Fletcher more. Look at how low-key that fan is.’

Natasha hated this person named Eddie Fletcher to death. Although she sent
someone to investigate the person, she didn’t even manage to find out whether it
was a man or a woman.

Despite being berated online, she was still pleased about spending such a large
sum of money. She wanted to see whether Eddie Fletcher would dare to respond
to her move or not! The duel between two top fans had officially begun!

The statement of Natasha’s donation of the school buildings had just been
issued, but even before the money was ready, another news broke out. A
research institution examining the disease Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
announced its receipt of a ten million ALS research fund by one of Taylor
Murray’s fans, Eddie Fletcher. The fund was set up to develop a drug for the
disease, and ‘Eddie Fletcher’ even called out for public awareness on ALS!

After the research institution published the news of the donation on its Twitter,
Taylor himself liked it and retweeted it, then called for more public awareness on
the disease as well.

As for the news of Natasha’s donation to the elementary school, Taylor never
responded to it.

Seeing that something was going wrong for her, Natasha hurriedly donated 20
million to an AIDS research institution as a scientific research fund. She donated
twice as much as Eddie Fletcher donated!



Actually, she didn’t care about what the netizens said about her at all. All she
wanted to do was to raze ‘Eddie Fletcher’ to the ground!

It was clear that ‘Eddie Fletcher’ had a strong financial background. After
donating to the scientific research fund, the person donated a batch of tents and
relief packages to a disaster-stricken mountain area in the name of Taylor
Murray.

A day after donating those supplies, a foreign research institution suddenly
discovered a new asteroid. On the second day of the discovery, the institution
received a financial donation from ‘Eddie Fletcher’, the fan of Cethos’ male
celebrity Taylor Murray, to help with the scientific research. Thus, the institution
that had discovered the asteroid named it as ‘Taylor Murray Asteroid’.

Natasha, too, followed closely with her own donations of supplies and money.
Since Eddie Fletcher donated an asteroid, she followed up by donating a newly
discovered island!

In short, what Eddie Fletcher donated, she donated twice as much.

At night in a hotel, Michael started to scroll through the news on the Internet after
having finished reading the script. When he searched for ‘Eddie Fletcher’, a
torrent of news swept across his screen.

On seeing the name, his eyes were full of indulgence, and his smile became
gentle. A kind of tender warmth spread through his body as he subconsciously
glanced at Sophia, who was playing a game beside him.

Eddie Fletcher and Natasha had gone a bit overboard now, but this war was
about to end soon.

Natasha had gone all out with her spending. Judging from the current financial
level of the Mitchell Family, she couldn’t go on even if she was the daughter of
the Mitchell Family.



As for ‘Eddie Fletcher’…

Sophia was playing a game with Stanley, and they were grinding while chatting
in-game.

Stanley said to Sophia, “Eddie Fletcher, you’re freaking rich to donate tens of
millions in one go. Why didn’t you invest more money in me? You’re so stingy. I’m
your nephew after all!”

“That’s your uncle’s money!” Sophia retorted.

“My uncle’s money is all yours. I don’t care! Invest money in me, Eddie Fletcher!”

“I don’t have any money!”

“Eddie Fletcher… This name is really disgusting.”


